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Introduction

A weightlifting aid device to help lifters keep their barbell level, count reps/sets and check for proper form.
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Background

- Uneven barbell positioning could result in serious injuries

- Uneven positioning causes uneven weight distribution on muscles and joints such as shoulders during 

the bench press exercise

- Exercises such as the bench press and deadlift require full motion to activate the desired muscle groups
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Features

- Count repetitions of motion and sets during a 

workout and display to LCD screen

- Notify user if barbell is not level with buzzer 

and LEDs

- Assist the user in performing full motion of 

exercise during a workout

Original Concept
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How to Use the BarPro

Buttons

- Red: Reset reps/sets/calibration

- Blue: Add reps to the rep goal

- Green: Start the workout

- Switch: Power
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How to Use the BarPro

Steps

1. Get into workout position 

2. Tap blue button repeatedly to set a rep goal 

3. Press green button to start workout 

4. Repeat for each set

Optional

- Reset device manually with red button tap

- Rep goal does not need to be set
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Ex7Hp0EXwENIvOx9IToDNcIqwYUPqsiP/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Ex7Hp0EXwENIvOx9IToDNcIqwYUPqsiP/preview


Subsystems

- Power Module

- Control Module

- Sensing Module

- User Interface Module

- Audio/Video Module

Block Diagram
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Power Module

- A 3.3V/5V power supply powered by 

a 9V battery provides power to the 

various components in the device
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Control Module

- An ATMega328P chip with digital and analog I/O 

pins to communicate with various components such 

as through I2C protocol with the accelerometer
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User Interface Module

- Intuitive user interface with buttons and 

LEDs allowing the user to control the 

device and set reps/sets
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Audio/Video Module

- Minimal delay between user 

input/response from project allowing for a 

seamless experience
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Sensing Module: Accelerometer

- ADXL355Z chosen because of ease of 

integration with Arduino IDE using I2C 

protocol and its precise outputs
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Sensing Module: Accelerometer (R&V)

Requirement 

Accurately read the user's barbell tilt angle (+/- 3 degrees)

Verification

A user will tilt the barbell to the left and right side to see if the unlevel barbell tilt angle notification 

is given by LEDs and buzzer after 3 degrees. 
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Sensing Module: Accelerometer (Testing)

- Average difference between actual 

and calculated angles is 1.65°

Actual vs. Calculated Angles
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Sensing Module: 
Accelerometer (Demo)

- If BarPro is tilted to 3° or more beeping occurs

- Beeping frequency increases with tilt angle

- Real-time feedback throughout workout
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1ENpKxObHvRu91du7s3p5kXuOeBfsJN8l/preview


Sensing Module: Ultrasonic Sensor

- HC-SR04 ultrasonic sensor used to 

measure the height of the workout in order 

to count reps and keep track of form
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Sensing Module: Ultrasonic Sensor (R&V)

Requirement

Accurately measure the height of motion during a workout and count a rep if height is within 5cm of min or max 

height depending on workout

Verification

User does a full range motion exercise to set the min. and max. heights, and then does half of a repetition to see if no 

rep is actually counted
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Sensing Module: Ultrasonic Sensor (Testing)

Actual vs. Measured Values
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Circuit Schematic and Printed Circuit Board

Schematic
Assembled PCB

Power Module
Control Module Sensing Module

A/V Module

UI Module
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Software: getDistance()
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Software: getAngle()
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Software: buzzerLED()
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Software: LCDdisplay()
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Cost Analysis
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Ethics and Safety

- Does not store any personal data

- Only very light weight used for testing purposes

- Precautions are in line with rule #9 in the IEEE Code

- 9V batteries are alkaline instead of lithium
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Successes and Challenges

Challenges

- Change in high-level scope

- Time-management

- Sensor issues

Successes

- All high-level requirements were met

- Optimized PCB
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Recommendations for Further Work
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- Find alternative cost-friendly components such as a different accelerometer

- Revise layout of components on PCB to minimize its size

- Create a smaller case in order to decrease weight and increase device appeal through aesthetics

- Research investment opportunities and filing for patents
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Thank You

-

Questions?
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